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Abstract—Checkpoint/restart (C/R) is a critical component of
fault-tolerant computing, and provides scheduling flexibility for
computing centers to support diverse workloads with different
priorities. Because existing C/R tools are often research-oriented,
there is a gap to close before they can be used reliably with
production workloads, especially on cutting-edge HPC systems.
In this talk, we present our strategy to enable C/R capabilities
on NERSC production workloads, which are dominated by MPI
and hybrid MPI+OpenMP applications. We share our journey
to prepare a production-ready MPI-Agnostic Network-Agnostic
(MANA) Distributed Multi-Threaded CheckPointing (DMTCP)
tool for NERSC. We also present variable-time job scripts
to automate preempted job submissions, queue policies and
configurations we have adopted to incentivize C/R usage, our
user training effort to increase NERSC users’ uptake of C/R,
and our effort to build an active C/R community. Finally, we
showcase some applications enabled by C/R.

Index Terms—checkpoint/restart, MANA, DMTCP, produc-
tion, HPC, preemption

Checkpoint/restart (C/R) is critical to fault-tolerant com-
puting, and provides scheduling flexibility for computing
centers to support diverse workloads with different priorities.
For example, the DOE SC’s experimental and observational
facilities often require real-time access to computing resources
to generate immediate feedback for follow-up experiments.
These kinds of real-time workloads will continue to increase
in the near future at NERSC, meaning we may soon need the
capability to preempt partial or full system running jobs when
these demanding real-time jobs enter our system. It is therefore
vital to get transparent C/R capability working at NERSC.

For many years, no viable C/R tools were available for
production workloads on HPC systems. Even now, existing
C/R tools are often research-oriented and meant to demonstrate
promising C/R capabilities on specific platforms. There is thus
a large gap to close before these tools can reliably handle
a wide range of different applications and cutting-edge HPC
systems. Unfortunately, maintaining C/R codes for production
use has low priority among C/R researchers, as it does not
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produce novel research results that can secure funding from
stakeholders. NERSC is therefore the perfect player to bring
C/R research to production usage, because our funding is
not dependent on producing novel research results. With this
knowledge and our own need, we started our journey to enable
C/R capability for NERSC production workloads in mid-2017.

We began by analyzing the many challenges in C/R code
maintenance, as making transparent C/R tools available for
production workloads is hard! It is labor intensive and highly
complex because of ever-changing HPC systems and diverse
production workloads. First, for HPC workloads which are
dominated by MPI and hybrid MPI+OpenMP applications,
C/R tools that work across many combinations of MPI imple-
mentations and networks are exceedingly difficult to maintain.
This is the so called M (# of MPI implementations) ×N
(# of Networks) maintenance penalty [1] (see Figure 1).
Additionally, since front-edge computing centers introduce
new HPC systems every few years, the already numerous MPI
implementation-network combinations also constantly change.
This fast turnover is extremely difficult for code developers
to keep pace with, meaning there are no production-ready
transparent C/R tools on cutting-edge HPC systems. Second,
C/R tools that require long-term coordination between MPI
library, kernel, and resource manager/scheduler developers
have proven unsustainable; this was the primary challenge
in the once promising and influential Berkeley Lab Check-
point/Restart (BLCR) [2]. Third, transparent C/R tools often
interact directly with OS kernels, and frequent OS updates on
HPC systems can easily break C/R tools. Finally, using C/R
tools incurs runtime overheads and imposes extra work upon
users, which hinders the uptake of the C/R approach.

To address these challenges, we selected Distributed Multi-
Threaded CheckPointing (DMTCP) [3] as our C/R tool, which
lives completely in user space and does not require coordi-
nation with MPI, kernel and batch system developers. With
DMTCP, we can also bring C/R capabilities to NERSC in an
incremental manner, which is critical to the project’s long-term
success.

Our collaboration with the DMTCP team began in March
2018, with the initial goal of enabling DMTCP to work with
NERSC’s serial/threaded applications reliably [4]. Meanwhile,
we developed variable-time job scripts [5] [6], which auto-
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Fig. 1. The M ×N maintenance penalty of C/R tools.

matically split a long-running job into multiple shorter ones
that self-resubmit until the job completes. This was a key
step towards promoting user uptake of the C/R approach,
making it easier for users to work with preempted jobs with or
without external C/R tools. We also rolled out queue policies
that provide a large charging discount for variable-time jobs
to incentivize C/R usage. We hosted multiple user training
sessions [7]- [11] to help NERSC users to adopt variable-time
job scripts and the C/R approach in their production workloads
with or without DMTCP.

A breakthrough in the DMTCP implementation in May
2019, called the MPI-Agnostic Network-Agnostic transpar-
ent checkpointing (MANA) [1] [12], addressed the critical
M×N maintenance issue. MANA is implemented as a plugin
for DMTCP. Based on a novel “split-process” approach [1],
MANA is fully transparent to the underlying MPI, network,
libc library and underlying Linux kernel. In a split-process, a
single system process contains two programs in its memory
address space, the lower half, containing an MPI proxy appli-
cation with MPI library, libc and other system libraries, and the
upper half, containing the original MPI application and data.
(see Figure 2). MANA tracks which memory regions belong to
the upper and lower halves, and achieves MPI agnosticism by
checkpointing only the upper-half memory and discarding the
lower-half memory at checkpoint, and then reinitializing MPI
library upon restart. MANA achieves network agnosticism by
draining MPI messages before checkpointing. This was a huge
step forward toward ready-to-use C/R tools on future HPC
platforms!

In this talk, we present our long-term C/R strategy. First,
we plan to use MANA-enabled DMTCP as our production
C/R tool. As of this writing, we have collaborated with the
DMTCP team and summer interns to make MANA reliably
work with a few applications at NERSC. Chief among them
is our top ranked application, VASP [13], a materials science
code consuming more than 20% of computing cycles at
NERSC [14]. We have also evaluated C/R overhead at scale
with HPCG [15] on Cori’s [16] Lustre file system and Burst
Buffer to prepare for MANA deployment with large-scale
applications.

Second, we actively promote the uptake of C/R for NERSC
users. We developed variable-time job scripts to automate
preempted job submissions, queue policies and configurations
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Fig. 2. MANA is based on the “split-process” approach, in which a
system process contains two separate programs, the upper half, containing
the original MPI application and data, and the lower half, containing MPI
library, libc and other system libraries. The MPI-Agnosticism is achieved by
checkpointing only the upper half memory and discarding the lower half, and
then reinitializing MPI upon restart.

to incentivize C/R usage, and user training to increase the
uptake of C/R. The “flex” queue we created offers a 75%
charging discount in exchange for users’ flexibility about job
walltime. A flex job must request a minimum walltime of at
most two hours, and can use up to 256 KNL nodes for up to
48 hours. This creates opportunities for the Slurm scheduler
to perform backfill and increase machine utilization. In 2020,
the “flex” queue was used by over 150 distinct users, who
consumed nearly 3% of all KNL cycles, enabling NERSC to
achieve more than 90% utilization on Cori. More than half of
these “flex” users ran their jobs with variable-time job scripts.

Our third strategy is to build an active and strong C/R com-
munity to promote production-ready C/R tools development.
An active community will ensure the long-term sustainability
of the C/R approaches.

Finally, we showcase a few applications enabled by DMTCP
and MANA. One such application is SPAdes [17], a genome
assembler written in Python, C++, and parallelized with
OpenMP. SPAdes is one of the most important production
workloads of The Joint Genome Institute at Lawrence Berke-
ley National Laboratory. SPAdes jobs run much longer than
the max walltime allowed on the system, but there is no built-
in C/R support. DMTCP has enabled long running SPAdes
production workloads on Cori, and the variable-time job
scripts have made checkpointing and restarting SPAdes jobs
more manageable. This was possible only after the DMTCP
team fixed several bugs exposed by this special workflow,
which uses a large number of threads (e.g., 72), saves a
checkpoint image of about a terabyte to the Lustre file system,
and requires temporary files that get deleted over the course
of execution to properly restart the run, etc. The largest cases
with about a terabyte memory footprint still suffer from high
checkpoint overhead [18], and we are currently looking into
various I/O options for them.

A second application we showcase is VASP [13]. VASP is
a widely used materials science code, written in Fortran 90
and parallelized with MPI (version 5) or MPI+OpenMP (ver-
sion 6). VASP represents more than 20% of computing cycles
at NERSC [14], with 455 active users in 2020. VASP’s atomic



relaxation jobs have been running with variable-time scripts in
the flex queue with its internal C/R; however, some features
implemented in VASP have no internal C/R support, e.g., Ran-
dom Phase Approximation (RPA) jobs, which could run for
much longer than 48 hours, the max walltime allowed on Cori.
While we had to make special reservations for these jobs in
the past, they can now run on Cori by checkpointing/restarting
with MANA. MANA also makes running variable-time atomic
relaxation jobs much easier by allowing more predictable
checkpoint overhead, and by checkpointing/restarting at any
point of execution. MANA also helps save machine time
significantly for some long running VASP jobs, which spike
in memory usage in their final computation stage. To accom-
modate this extra memory usage, these jobs currently have to
be run on a larger number of nodes using a reduced number of
cores per node to allow more memory per task. With MANA,
these jobs can be run on a smaller number of nodes and
checkpoint before the memory spike, then restart with a larger
number of nodes to complete the computation. MANA can
thus significantly reduce machine time usage for these jobs.

A third showcased application is Gromacs [19] - a widely
used molecular dynamics simulation code. Gromacs is written
in C++ and parallelized with MPI+OpenMP. While Gromacs
has internal C/R, a benefit of MANA is that a Gromacs
computation can be checkpointed at any point in its execution
and resumed to generate exactly the same results as an
uninterrupted run. MANA’s C/R transparently saves all states,
including random seeds. This makes it an ideal tool to restart
chaotic MD simulations, for which trajectories diverge rapidly
with even slight changes in restart data.

The talk concludes with future work. These include: com-
munity building, e.g., hosting a symposium on checkpointing
for supercomputing [20]; further user training on MANA;
deploying a preempt queue for real-time workloads; extending
C/R with MANA to be robust at all scales (e.g., 1024 MPI
ranks and more); and planning for the next NERSC supercom-
puter, Perlmutter, an NVIDIA GPU system. Concerning sup-
port for Perlmutter, we are planning to integrate some recent
work on transparent checkpointing of CUDA, using the CRAC
plugin for DMTCP [21], into NERSC’s C/R environment.

Of special interest for future work is the goal of optimizing
I/O for large checkpoint images at all scales. With the onset
of checkpoint images of about one terabyte (e.g., SPAdes), we
are exploring various I/O options to reduce the time required
to write such large images to stable storage. We will also
work on making the checkpoint overhead at large scales more
manageable by exploring heterogeneous storage architectures
and libraries, e.g., [22]. Currently, tests with HPCG using
512 MPI ranks and 8 threads per rank on Cori Haswell
show that generating a checkpoint image of 5.8 TB takes
640 seconds on Cori’s Lustre file system, but 30 seconds using
the Burst Buffer. Restarting from this 5.8 TB checkpoint image
file takes 110 seconds on the Lustre file system, but 39 seconds

using the Burst Buffer [23].
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